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Dear DSG Parents, Girls, Staff and Friends
I was woken up this morning at 4:43 by the abundant enthusiasm of a myriad of birds announcing that
the sun was about to rise. I lay there, listening to this
amazing symphony of birdsong within the otherwise
complete silence of the early morning. I treasured
this moment of beauty in my little tent and the privilege of what I was experiencing. Around me I started hearing soft voices coming from the other tents
pitched around me, then the first laughter of the day
as my fellow campers started waking up. The first ray
of sunshine broke over the horizon and the campsite
started to come alive with a mixture of voices, birdsong, laughter and even some spontaneous singing!
And so Day 6 started for Group 3 on the John Jones
Fish River Journey. I will be spending time with all the
groups over the next six days. Today is a cycling day
with around 50km of dirt road between us and our

destination. The Grade 10 girls and boys are in very
good spirits, despite the five tough days of hiking, canoeing and running they already have under the belt.
I see no signs of the apprehension I saw in some of
them before Journey started. Instead, they seem confident, keen and determined. I walk through the camp
and hear a girl singing in her tent, ‘“Today’s gonna be
a good day, today’s gonna be a good, good day...”
It is a beautiful privilege to observe these young people
out here. They are focused on the task at hand - the simple but challenging task of getting from point A to point B
today. They talk about having to dig deep today, about
having to help each other get up the hills and about getting mentally ready. I watch this and know we are onto
a good thing here. This is an incredible experience that
could be a watershed rite of passage for many, but most
certainly will be a precious memory of growth for all.
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The Journey experience is not associated with luxuries, but it does offer one the precious treat that most
of us have in short supply: time! The programme is
designed to allow for enough time every day to complete the task at hand, without having to rush, multitask or juggle commitment as we tend to do in our
modern-day lives. There is time to explore your inner
landscape as much as there is opportunity to enjoy the
breath-taking Eastern Cape environment around you.
There is time to strengthen relationships with friends
and forge new friendships with others through shared
experiences. There is time to test your individual resilience and to enjoy the immense power of teamwork.
Time to make a cup of coffee on a small gas burner and
drink it slowly while listening to someone’s story. Time
to tell your own. Time to be quiet and enjoy silence.
I look at the picture in front of me as the morning unfolds and am struck by the activity of the staff. They
are already working flat-out. The drivers are hooking trailers, one of the medics is cooking a huge pot
of porridge, another is strapping a sore calf and group
leaders are discussing the route, loading bicycles and
checking that everybody is packing. Without these
amazing people, none of this would be possible. They
serve the Journey with enthusiasm, and it is a pleasure to notice their enjoyment, professionalism and
conviction they have for the value of this programme.
On the periphery of the campsite, away from the activity of boys and girls mingling while getting ready for
the day, I spot two girls walking together with steaming mugs in hand, deep in conversation. I wonder what
they are talking about. What a beautiful moment in the
early morning. ‘Today’s gonna be a good, good day!’
En Avant!

Jannie de Villiers

“The Journey experience is
not associated with
luxuries, but it does
offer one the precious treat
that most of us have in
short supply - time.”
Jannie de Villiers
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Reflections from Rev
Remembrance Day is always celebrated on the
Sunday nearest to the 11th November and this year
it was no different. While observing the Covid-19
protocols, a small group of people gathered outside the Cathedral of St Michael and St George,
Makhanda, to commemorate the day. We don’t
glorify The Great War, instead we remember it, we
remember the horror of this so-called ‘war to end
all wars’, we remember those who died for their
countries, however pointless their sacrifice was.
And, because World War One did not ‘end all wars’,
we also remember all of those who have died and
those who continue to die in all conflicts. We also
remember especially the brave South Africans who
died in the battle to end apartheid.
As most people were not present, I have attached
the Homily that was given that day.
“As Jesus walked beside the Sea of Galilee, he
saw Simon and his brother Andrew casting a net
into the lake, for they were fishermen. “Come, follow me,” Jesus said, “and I will send you out to fish
for people.” At once they left their nets and followed
him.
When he had gone a little farther, he saw James
son of Zebedee and his brother John in a boat, preparing their nets. Without delay he called them, and
they left their father Zebedee in the boat with the
hired men and followed him.” Mark 1: 14-20
Today is remembrance Sunday, marking the 102nd
anniversary of the declaration of peace after WW1.
To us here in Makhanda, this war bears many memories as many relatives and friends took part in it,
with many losing their lives there.
World War 1 was a result of an excess of colonial
greed and national pride. Excesses which were
murderous and dangerous.
WW 11 that followed was an extravagance of hate
and despising – ending at Auschwitz, where the
unleashing of evil was so powerful, dehumanizing
people on a grand scale. Then when you look at
how people die like flies in Africa, the Middle East

and elsewhere because of war, we can easily conclude that evil is real. Jesus came to take us out of
this entrapment of evil. When Jesus told the disciples that he will teach them to be fishers of men, he
was not only using the disciples’ profession as an
analogy, but a reversal of what fishermen did. Fishermen took fish out of the environment that they are
safe in, but Jesus takes us out of an environment
that is dangerous to us. It is a dangerous environment because we die in it, sin has taken over our
world. No political solution has solved our problems
yet, we need a spiritual transformation.
In the Christian Calendar, Advent reminds us that
God loves us so much, that he was willing to enter
this sinful world for our sake, a world that cost him
his life.
Even today, Jesus comes to set us free from evil,
to drive evil out, cleanse us and give us a new life.
Jesus wants to draw us out of evil, decay, hatred, violence, disease, greed, pride and bigotry and into an
environment of love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, faithfulness, gentleness and self-control,
where the Holy Spirit dwells.
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So, we are not overwhelmed by what human beings
can do to each other, but we are overwhelmed by
the love of God and the extent he is willing to go to
find us and bring us home. Our God is not a distant
God, but a God who came down to love us and be
with us.
Jesus told his disciples - Let your light shine (Matthew 5:16).
Especially in the world of darkness that we see today. Jesus says: Let your light shine.
So, as we remember those who have fallen, we
should never let their light be diminished. I am
pleased that even during this time of Covid-19, the
organizers were able to arrange this safe way of us
getting together. We should always come together
to remember the fallen, to let their light shine – lest
we forget.
“They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old:
Age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun and in the morning. We
will remember them.” The Fallen : Laurence Binyon.
To him be the glory for ever and ever, Amen.

Rev Rachel
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BA P T ISMS
Baptism is one of the 7 sacraments. A sacrament is
an outward and visible sign representing an inward
and spiritual grace. It is God’s favour towards us.
We cannot earn this favour, nor do we deserve it, it
is purely out of God’s kindness. There is nothing we
have to do to receive this grace, except to believe in
God’s favour. Sacraments are more than symbols;
they can achieve that which they signify.
In Baptism, we identify with Christ’s death and resurrection. We put on a new garment, old things die,
and you begin a new life.
And so, there is always great excitement when a
person gets baptized and it is an honour to witness.
Last Sunday, Rev Richard Wyngaard and I had
the opportunity of baptizing four of our pupils. Tumelo Leseka (Grade 8) was baptized together with
three siblings: Eliana Meya (Grade 8), Ezriela Meya
(Grade 7) and their brother at St Andrew’s Prep,
Ethan Meya (Grade 4). May God’s name be glorified
in this. We pray that the Holy Spirit will continue to
guide and direct their paths on this exciting journey.
If you would like to have your daughter baptized,
please let me know. I can always prepare and baptize her.
Love and blessings!

Rev Rachel

“DON’T WASTE TIME LOOKING AT THE
THORNS OR YOU’LL MISS THE ROSES.”
Matshona Dhliwayo
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THE DSG CAMPUS IN FULL BLOOM!
A VERY BIG Thank you
to Steve Emslie,
Heather Rader and the
dedicated team of
ground staf f for all they
do in making our
campus look so
beautiful!
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“Life is either a
darin g adven tu re
or nothin g at all”
Helen Keller

To view the Journey departure,
please click here
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The Journey thus far...
Wow, I can hardly believe that we are already on Day 7 of Journey 2020! The time is flying by and I am happy
to say that things are going really well. In my role, I get to meet up with all the groups periodically as the need
arises and it is so interesting to see the different dynamics, routines and best practices that they adopt in order
to make things work efficiently. It is so good to eavesdrop on the group meetings and to hear all the positive
feedback, to hear about the extraordinary experiences and to witness the buy-in from all concerned. The parents out there can be proud of their sons and daughters and the way that they have coped with everything that
has come their way. We have put particular emphasis this year on the war on litter and each person is carrying
a 2L bottle Eco brick, into which they put any plastic or paper that they pick up or accumulate and I am happy
to say that it has already made a big difference to the way they are managing their litter. We are a week in and
already we have some full bottles ready to return to school!
It is always a real challenge to get photos to school to get up on the website, and most particularly during the
first week of Journey when we are up in the mountain’s communication is not that easy. What has been sent
thus far are pictures taken by group leaders on their phones and sent from the top of a mountain where they
have managed to get signal. A good batch of pics will be on their way to school today, so we hope that these
will be up shortly.
Whilst the water situation has certainly been better in the areas through which we have moved, groups have
managed to wash themselves and their clothes more frequently. What has really struck me is the way that an
abandoned farmyard, or a harsh piece of Karoo veld, is suddenly transformed into a camp site shortly after the
arrival of a group. The presence of a bubbly group of teenagers, tents popping up everywhere and the lighting of
a hearty campfire, all serve to transform an otherwise bleak environment into a vibrant and positive community.
Although the evenings have been pretty cold so far, the new moon sky has made for spectacular night skies
filled with millions of stars. The weather has been very kind to us so far, but it is due to warm up and we will soon
be sweltering in 36-degree Karoo heat!
Group 5 had a really good run on Tuesday in cool conditions, perfect for running and they made good time
before settling into their river-bank camp in preparation for a good day of rafting on Wednesday. Last night
they had a chilly but fun evening at Kareebosch and then headed out nice and early today over the mountains
and down into the valley to camp at Klipfontein. Tomorrow they will hike again up into the mountains and camp
alongside the dam at Oukraal. They have been really well organized and motivated and seem to be having a
great time.
Group 4 had a very good hike over the Nardousberg, before completing a relatively short hike to Rietpoort on
Wednesday. They were then picked up and brought to Sanctuary Farm, just north of Cradock, which proved to
be a really nice stopover. Yesterday they were able to enjoy the morning at Sanctuary Farm before heading out
to Umlindi and settling in to prepare for a day of running alongside the Fish River today. Things are still pretty
cool, so should make for a good day of running. Tomorrow they will start a series of hiking days as they head
towards the Solo site at the end of the week. Again, they are a happy and motivated group having lots of fun.
Group 3 enjoyed a chilly day of rafting on the river, enjoying
all that the Karoo River Rafters camp site has to
offer for the two nights that they were there.
They then had a warm but successful run into
Sanctuary Farm and
enjoyed a really nice
evening there
last night.
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Today they are starting their three-day cycle leg. The road over the
Swaershoek Pass is being gravelled, so we have bused the group
and their bikes over the pass in the interests of safety. They have
a relatively short ride today, with an overnight stay at Grootdam
Farm to look forward to. Their next two days will see the group
having to tackle some tough hills and negotiate some rough farm
roads. They have been moving along really well and are in good
spirits, so I sure that they will handle the challenges well.
Group 2 are in the midst of their prolonged hiking spell as they
head towards the Solo site. They hiked well yesterday and were
able to enjoy the lovely dam at Mount Marlow on a nice warm
afternoon. Today they head up to Oukraal, where they will again
camp alongside a dam high on the side of Groenkop Mountain. Tomorrow they will be the first group to hike into Solo for a period of
rest, contemplation and reflection. Both Rev Rich and Rev Rachel
will be there; this provides an opportunity for the boys and girls to
re-charge themselves spiritually and emotionally; they will share in
a communion service under the thorn trees, before hiking on their
way. This process will be repeated for all the groups over the next
five days. Solo has been a real success since it was introduced
some years ago and serves as a good opportunity to re-charge the
soul and enjoy some quiet time.
Group 1 were the first of the cycle groups and they enjoyed three
days of cycling all the way from Petrusdal, where they had summited the Nardousberg. They enjoyed pretty good weather conditions and made good progress. They camped alongside the Fish
River last night and will enjoy a day of river rafting in sunny conditions today. Tomorrow they too will start a series of hiking days as
they walk into Solo. They have been going along very well and are
forming a good group bond.
The next few days will be about handling the heat and getting up
and down some substantial mountains. Whilst they will find it pretty tough, from what I have seen so far, I am confident that they will
make a success of it whilst having loads of fun.
Until next time

Pete Andrew
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“ We ris e by l i f t i n g othe rs ”
Robert Ingersoll
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S T E P PI N G IT U P WITH L IFE STYL E SPO R T S
An interview with Mrs Lindsay Davy

When walking around the DSG campus or merely driving by, there is one thing you are immediately aware of
– come rain or shine, there is a buzz of physical activity. From girls running down Worcester Street at pace, to
those enjoying a Pilates class on one of the fields – there is always something on the go. A lot of thought and
passion has gone into instilling a mindset of health and wellness in our girls and Lindsay Davy, Life Science
teacher and fitness extraordinaire, has played an enormous role in making this happen. DSG is extremely fortunate to have someone of Lindsay’s calibre and level of dedication driving Lifestyle Sports at the school.
Tell us about your background in lifestyle sports
I have always been passionate about sport, playing a
range of competitive sports at school and university. As
a student at Rhodes, I did a group aerobics qualification and later an indoor cycling qualification and started teaching in the Rhodes University Health Suite to
try and make some extra pocket money. I absolutely
loved the experience and became hooked on group exercise classes. This led me to later qualify as a Pilates
instructor, after which I began teaching classes in my
lounge at home to friends and family. My lounge quickly
became too small as word got around, I had a whole
bunch of extended friends and community members
keen to join Pilates. I decided that I had to open a studio
of my own, and after many discussions with family, we
converted our then garage at Stones Hill into a Pilates
studio called Natural Affinity (named after a poem my
husband wrote to me!). This has been open and going
strong since 2011 and since then, 4 of my friends who
joined me in my lounge have become qualified instructors themselves! The demand for classes in our small
town kept growing and so in 2018, my husband Jono
and I in partnership with our friends, Dave and Jessie
Wright, opened a spinning studio called RIDE, which
combines as an Indoor Cycling studio and the On the
Go Movement studio, with classes such as Cardio Step,

Lindsay Davy

Barre Power, Yoga and Dance Fit. We are all teachers
and passionate sports people and it’s been a privilege
to be able to open spaces that enable individuals in our
community to exercise together.
How did lifestyle sports come to be at DSG? When I
started at DSG in 2016 I went to Shelley Frayne (former
Head of School) and Chris Hibbert (former Director of
Sport) with a proposal to start a new division of sport to
complement the existing sports timetable. We decided
to call it Lifestyle Sports, with the goal to create an offering of different classes that girls could do to promote
general health and well-being. It was a program designed to foster a love of exercise as part of a healthy
lifestyle and expose girls to different forms of exercise
that could be done while at school and after leaving the
DSG gates. We started with Aerobic Step and Pilates in
the then empty studio in the Aquatic Centre. We had 4
classes per week, offered to Grade 11s and 12s.
What lifestyle sports are on offer?The girls have
enjoyed the classes so much that over the years our
class offering has grown a lot! We now offer Cardio
Step, Barre, Pilates, Yoga, Dance Fit, Boxing and Indoor Cycling. Most of these classes happen in the
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Aquatic Centre studio, which now boasts a host of
equipment as well as a sprung floor. Girls from Grade
8-12 are able to take part in classes and Grade 10-12
girls have the option of doing Lifestyle Sport as their
only sport.
You offer the opportunity for students/staff to do
instructor’s courses, tell us how many qualified instructors you have and in what areas? As interest
in Lifestyle Sports has grown, it’s been important to create opportunities for girls to not only attend classes, but
also to upskill themselves and train as instructors. A few
years back, the clubs programme was overhauled; the
purpose of which was to introduce clubs that would provide girls with the opportunity to learn a new skill, trade
or acquire certification, in an area that was potentially
outside the conventional school offering. This presented the ideal opportunity for us to expand our Lifestyle
Sports programme and offer professional certifications
through Trifocus Fitness Academy and Cycle Pro Academy. Girls are able to qualify as Pilates, Group Aerobics
or Indoor Cycling instructors. To date we’ve qualified 24
girls, with 9 girls completing their qualifications at present.
I believe you are looking at ways to marry lifestyle
sport with community engagement, please tell us
more… My hope is that girls will use their qualifications
within the local community. I’m hoping that as more of
our girls become qualified, they will be able to help train
up girls in other schools, and that those girls who remain in Makhanda for their tertiary studies, could potentially get involved in places like the Sara Baartman
High Performance Academy in Joza, which has a huge
group aerobics facility. DSG, to my knowledge, is the
only school in SA with a formalised Lifestyle Sport pro-

gram - given its success within our small space, I think
we have a responsibility to share our learnings and offerings with the broader community.
I believe that lifestyle sport has become a great
support to the more traditional sports in terms of
conditioning. Tell us more? Interestingly, Lifestyle
Sports classes draw a wide range of girls - from those
who choose not to participate in conventional competitive sports, to those who are top athletes and want to
improve their performance with specific cardio-vascular or core training. The knock-on effects from a train-
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ing perspective are huge. Indoor Cycling is great Journey preparation and general fitness training, Cardio
Step and Dance Fit class are great for cardio-vascular
fitness and Pilates and Barre bring in the all-important core training that is beneficial to all sports. Yoga is
great for flexibility and creating a space for mind - body
awareness. Many girls attend yoga regularly in order
to stay both physically and mentally well; fitting that
into the very busy school day is becoming increasingly
important.
Lindsay keeping everyone fit during lockdown via Zoom

What plans/goals do you have for the sport going
forwards? We are in such an amazingly positive space
that the only way forward is to keep building on what
we’ve worked hard to achieve in the last few years!
Some exciting things in the pipeline are...
•

To extend our offering of Lifestyle Sports to the
Junior School - they’ve seen the seniors doing
their thing and the junior girls are very keen to
get involved. Our hope is to have Aerobic Step
and Yoga-laties available to the Junior School
in 2021 and at some stage to potentially create
space in the school day for an early morning
wake up/shake up program - aimed at getting
little bodies and minds awake and ready for the
day ahead.

•

To grow our cohort of schoolgirl instructors
which will enable us to further increase our class
offering to include sports specific classes that
will benefit top athletes across various sporting
codes.

•

To add staff classes to our offering so that staff
are also able to benefit from the Lifestyle Sports
program and take part in classes as part of their
school day.

•

To hopefully (fingers crossed) expand our studio
to a big modern multipurpose space, that can
accommodate more girls and more classes (at
the moment we’re literally running out of space!)

•

To continue to grow our unique offering and
share our skills/learnings with other schools/institutions in Makhanda

HEALTHY BODY
HEALTHY MIND
HEALTHY SPIRIT
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Photography - more than just a SNAP
A group of dedicated DSG pupils challenged themselves to improve their photography by joining The Photography Club. They consciously grew their skill set by applying (and breaking!) the rule of thirds, creating
frames within frames, looking for leading lines, and creatively playing with space. Each session saw pupils
share their work of the day. And in the last session the artistry and fertility continued to show (and grow)
with pupils showcasing a photograph incorporating multiple techniques. When you see one of our budding
photographers looking through the lens you can be sure it’s more than just a snap they’re taking - it’s a story
they’re consciously creating.

Benji Euvrard
L-R: Sophie-Mae Farmer
Kaitlyn Kruiskamp, Jenna Foster, Ashleigh Price
Victoria Jenson, Saffron Brown

“T’S MORE THAN JUST A
SNAP THEY’RE TAKING - IT’S
A STORY THEY’RE
CONSCIOUSLY CREATING.”
Benji Euvrard
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GRADE 8 CAMP - lesssons & laughter
On Friday 30 November at around 2pm, we boarded the
busses that took take us to camp. After a short bus ride, we
arrived at The Monastery. Once we had unpacked all our
things and had settled in, we had lots of time to look around
and explore. During the two days that followed, we played
different games and participated in various activities. Some
were difficult, others were quite easy, but there was a lesson
to be learned from each one of them, such as teamwork,
perseverance and how to lift each other up. We also got to
spend lots of time with our friends and with the people we
wouldn’t usually hang out with at school.
Whether we were rock climbing, singing songs by the bonfire, having a movie night, or eating a delicious meal together, we were always having fun and learning something new.
The Monastery is such a beautiful and peaceful place; I
think I speak for the whole Grade when I say that the Grade
8 Outdoor Ed Camp was a wonderful experience.
Thank You to Mr. York and everyone who made it possible.

Eliana Meya
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HILARIOUS DRAMA SHOWCASE ON CAMP!

THE BRIEF... USE A PROP IN 3 DIFFERENT WAYS BUT NOT AS IT IS INTENDED!

REFLECTION TIME...

BONFIRE NIGHTS
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THURSDAY, 7 - SUNDAY 10 JAN 2021
HOSTED BY KINGSWOOD COLLEGE, MAKHANDA (GRAHAMSTOWN)
DAY

PROGRAMME

DAY

PROGRAMME

Thursday 7 Jan

Players arrive & register

Saturday 9 Jan

Breakfast

Friday 8 Jan

Welcoming Message & Brief

Training session 7

Lunch

Tea

Training Session 1

Training session 8

Tea

Lunch

Training Session 2

Matches 3

Supper

Tea

Matches 1

Training session 9 (Player
analysis feedback)

Breakfast
Training session 3
Tea

Supper with Guest Speaker
Sunday 10 Jan

Breakfast
Matches 4

Training session 4

Closing Message

Lunch

Lunch

Training session 5

Players depart

Tea
Training session 6
Supper
Matches 2

COACHING STAFF:
• Paul Martin (Current SA Mens’ Coach; Director of Water Polo, Clifton College)
• Ian Melliar (Sydney Olympics & World Champs FINA International Referee; WP Mens Water Polo; Head of Water
Polo, Kingswood College)
• Grant Mackenzie (SA Schools; SA U15 Boys Coach; WP Ladies Coach; WP/EP Schools Coach; Director of Water
Polo, St Andrew’s College)
• Mark Evans (SA Ladies Coach; KZN/WP/EP Ladies & Schools Coach)
• Temba Bungani (Current SA U20 Asstant Coach; EP Schools & Kingswood 1st Boys’ Coach)
• Josh Timm (EP Schools Coach; Grey PE Junior & Kingswood U13 Coach)
• Julia Braatvedt (Gauteng A Ladies; CANA SA U16 Girls Coach; Head of Water Polo, DSG and 1st Team Coach)
• Pieter Serfontein (Zim/WP/EP Schools & Kingswood 1st Girls’ Coach; Founder National Water Polo Coaches
Conference)
Support staff: Dr Candice Christie (Rhodes University – Head HKE Dept), Kelly Mackenzie (Physiotherapy
Masters, Strength & Conditioning Specialist in shoulder injury preventio and pre-habilitation), Dr Jono Davy (Rhodes
University HKE – Sleep & Substance Abuse Specialist), Dr Greg Wilmot (Sports Psychologist)

TO BOOK YOUR PLACE
To book your place, please email Mr Pieter Serfontein on p.serfontein@kingswoodcollege.com.
Please remember to include your child’s name, school, age, gender and grade, as well as your own contact details. To
learn more contact Mr Serfontein on 079 891 7983.

COST: RESIDENTIAL – R3850 PER PERSON / NON-RESIDENTIAL – R2950 PER PERSON
Cost includes coaching expertise, all meals, a camp gift plus accommodation and airport shuttles.
Non-residential cost only excludes accommodation.
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Help! My Teen Loves the Screen More than Me –

Key Webinar Take Outs
In this webinar, clinical psychologist Pam Tudin Buchalter and social media lawyer Sarah Hoffman, the
Co-Founders of Klikd, presented a fresh approach to
keeping teens and tweens safe and happy online.
Pam and Sarah introduced their 4 Cs of digital parenting (Context, Connection, Cyber EQ and Controls), to
equip parents with practical and manageable ways of
ensuring that teens are safe and happy online, and that
parents remain connected to them and their online lives.
Given the extraordinary times we find ourselves in,
when screen time rules have been thrown out the window and parents feel increasingly disconnected and out
of control when it comes to teens and social media, the
specific focus of the webinar was on the CONNECT aspect of the four Cs. The key idea is that parents who are
connected and in touch with their teens and their online
world are more likely to have teens who use technology
well and who will approach them when things go awry
online.
1. CONTEXT
• To really get a grip on the situation, the first step is
for parents to understand the current teen context
(what is actually going on in their heads, hearts
and bodies):
o Digital (environmental) context – we need
to understand that social media IS their world.
Without undermining how important face-toface engagement is, for teens, there is no delineation between online and offline life – it’s all
just one big Instagram Reel of life.
o

o

Physiological context – the brain only stops
developing at the age of 25. The very last part
of the brain to develop is the prefrontal cortex
which controls all of the impulse and decision-making parts of the brain. The teen brain
is WIRED to seek reward. For teens the RISK
IS THE REWARD – it is appropriate to go and
look for it.
Emotional context – contrary to the belief of
many parents, as much as you may think that
your teen/tween wants nothing to do with you,
the t/ween years are a period of re-attachment
where teens are seeking the sense of attachment and connection experienced with you as
a parent in early toddler years. The love of your
child’s life, the screen, serves as a bridge to
gain this sense of connection and attachment.
In the same way that your 2-year-old toddler

had a meltdown in the chocolate aisle of the
supermarket at 5pm, screens have become
THE NEW CHOCOLATE AISLE.
2. CONNECT
As parents, we have a role to play in giving our t/
weens this sense of connection they are desperately seeking through the practice of attachment
(including making our t/weens feel significant,
demonstrating love and psychological intimacy).
Here are some practical tips to achieve this:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Talk TO your teens not about them.
Stop with the wagging finger – teens do not
respond well to judgment.
Use crisis moments for discussion not disdain eg. when a video of a man’s suicide was
streamed on TikTok, instead of immediately deleting TikTok in a fit of hysteria, this was a good
learning opportunity to have some very real
conversations with our t/weens.
Own your inner hypocrite - we have to model
good digital balance and social media etiquette
if we are to expect the same from our children.
Don’t overreact - pause, breathe, evaluate and
repeat this a few times before acting.
Find neutral territory (something you can talk
about without getting emotional such as a soccer team) that you can always use as a talking
point when things get heated/stressful/uncomfortable.
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•

•
•
•

Have your mantra (a simple statement to remind your t/ween to do x, y and z which encapsulates a whole bunch of stuff) - too many words
cannot be heard by your t/ween.
Know your own triggers (for example, the eye
roll).
Tag your partner with a “safe word” when
you feel you might explode.
Set boundaries but remember – saying “yes” to other less cumbersome requests for risky behaviour (which may not
always involve online life) has as much
kick-ass value in the eyes of your t/ween.

3. CYBER EQ – teens need to build EQ skills online. Cyber EQ includes all the important components of digital citizenship such as teaching our children about managing their online
reputation, being sceptical when speaking to
strangers online, fake news, online privacy, legal repercussions, etc but MUST also include
self-awareness, self-management, the ability to
read cues, and a strengthened impulse control.
Contrary to popular belief, this can be taught.
The real differentiator in t/ween behaviour online lies in those kids who know what specifically makes them vulnerable online. For some, it’s
the promise of inclusion, for others it may be the
fear of rejection, or the promise of affirmation. It
is different for each of us.
Parents need to be mindful of the “not my child
syndrome” - anticipate that if your child is on
social media at some point they WILL slip up.
Ensure your teen has a go-to person, even if it
is not you.
4. CONTROLS
Putting limits and boundaries in place is an essential component to managing devices and
apps which are by nature designed to be addictive and have us keep coming back for more
and more and more.
Social media controls take place on various
levels:
a. Home/value system: what you will personally allow in your home in terms of device
and social media use. Some fundamentals
here should certainly include no phones after a certain time at night and certain times/
zones which may be device free for all. Remember without some limits in place, anticipate the default position to be that your child
will be online all day and all night (because
they are designed to do that and your t/ween
brain is configured to be receptive to this).
The Klikd Smartphone contract is a lovely
resource to use to lay down these rules and

can be downloaded for free at www.klikd.co.za.
b. Device level controls - there is a huge selection of device level controls offering a range of
options which may include setting screen time
limits, blocking certain content, making certain
sites permanently off-bounds, location tracking, monitoring online activity and at the more
extreme end, even intercepting messages sent
by your child. A good starting point and entry
level parental control option is:
i. Setting up Google Safe Search for all devices
ii. Adding a basic parental control system
such as Screen Time for Apple Devices
(in built to Apple devices) and Google
Family Link for Android Devices (can be
downloaded free from Play Store). Klikd
will be sharing a more comprehensive
guide on parental controls with DSG parents.
App specific controls - these would provide an
additional layer of protection for specific features
offered on a specific app. The types of controls will
be specific to the functionality of the platform. For
example, TikTok allows you to turn off the ability
to duet with people who aren’t your friends. Some
apps like YouTube require controls implemented
on every single device an account user may use
the app from.
Importantly, when it comes it comes to controls, Klikd
believes in two fundamental concepts:
Not all screens are created equal – it is no longer applicable or appropriate in our opinion to ascribe a set number of permissible “screen time”
hours for a specific age group. There is no cookie
cutter approach, particularly now in this current
climate. “Digital nutrition” is as important as a
well-balanced diet. Four hours of socialising with
friends on House Party is simply not the same as
four hours of aggressive videogaming on Fortnite.
No such thing as “set it and forget it” – in the
end, our kids are likely to outsmart even the most
robust parental control apps. Strong and connected
relationships with our t/weens are the great offset.
When things get really rough, above all - remember the true essence of your child - try to engage
and love that child. He or she is still in there buried
deep beneath the Roblox and the Reels.

Jane Jarvis
Educational Psychologist
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